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Abstract: Over the years, the number of firms acknowledging adherence to International

Accounting Standards (IAS) in the presentation of their financial statements has increased

steadily. Since adherence to IAS is not mandatory, the questions are who are these firms, what are

their characteristics, and why are they voluntarily complying with IAS. This study examines the

underlying motivations and characteristics of firms complying with IAS. This examination is of

special interest to the International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) for assessing the

merits of mandating IAS by multinational firms. It also helps accounting researchers in

understanding the disclosure behavior of multinationals. Our results indicate that the magnitude

of a firm's foreign operations, its financing policy, membership of certain geographical and trade

blocks in the European Union (EU), and multiple listing on foreign stock exchanges are

significantly associated with multinationals' compliance with IAS.

This paper examines the characteristics of multinational firms complying with Interna-

tional Accounting Standards (IAS). IAS are not mandatory, yet many multinational firms

are voluntarily complying with the standards. The findings of this study should not only

enhance our understanding of why firms are motivated to adhere to IAS, but also provides

us with the merits of mandating IAS instead of allowing discretionary adoption by firms.

The economic forces of international trade and finance made evident a need to

overcome the obstacles created by widely divergent systems of financial reporting and

their nationalistic antecedents. Expanding firm activities into foreign markets increases

the number of users of its financial statements and disclosures. Users in foreign (host)

countries prefer financial statements and disclosures that are comparable to locally

prepared statements in terms of accounting standards and scope of disclosure. Financial

statements prepared in accordance with local GAAP might have to: (i) be restated in
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accordance with host country GAAP, as is the case in the United States;1 (ii) provide for

a reconciliation between host country and the local country GAAP; or (iii) adopt a set of

accounting rules that are universally acceptable, such as IAS. For example, when

Daimler Benz of Germany wanted to obtain equity financing and have their shares

traded on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), they had to comply with the listing

requirements of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), which require

compliance with United States GAAP.

In the absence of a universally acceptable set of accounting standards and disclosures, a

firm wishing to list its securities on multiple stock exchanges would conceivably produce

multiple financial statements to comply with the securities laws and host country GAAP of

each respective country in which its shares wished to be listed. This could be a very costly

process to the firm and confusing to the financial markets, and may lead to a sub-optimal

resource allocation for both the firm and local markets.

To overcome this and similar type of problems of dealing in an international

environment, the accountancy bodies of nine countries founded and formed the Interna-

tional Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) in 1973. The IASC formulates and

publishes in the public interest accounting standards to be observed in the presentation

of financial statements and to promote their worldwide acceptance and observance. While

not empowered with any enforcement provisions, the members agreed to support the

standards and use their best efforts to ensure that published financial statements comply

with the standards. They further agree to persuade governments, stock exchanges, and

other bodies to support the IASC's standards.

In 1987, a global body of securities regulatory agencies and security exchanges formed

the International Organization of Securities Commissions and Similar Organizations

(IOSCO) to, among other things, cooperate toward ensuring better regulation of security

markets, and establish standards and an effective surveillance of international security

transactions. In this regard, they joined the IASC consultative group and agreed that they

would enforce compliance with international accounting standards if the number of

allowable options included in acceptable IAS standards were reduced and other standards

were strengthened.2

The IOSCO has promulgated a list of core accounting issues that must be included in

IAS in order for IOSCO to endorse the pronouncements for use by issuers in cross-border

financing. A `̀ work plan'' has been devised by the IASC with scheduled completion of

all projects by 1999. The conclusion of this collaboration could result in statements

prepared in accordance with IAS being acceptable for most foreign stock exchanges,

thereby eliminating the current need to produce multiple financial statements to comply

with each country's individualistic requirements (Nottle, 1993). Not only will this

eventually reduce the cost and confusion associated with different reporting requirements,

it will likely increase substantially the amount of cross-border financing and stock

exchange listings.

The efforts of the institutions mentioned above would hopefully result in a uniform

solution to the problem in the long run. Meanwhile, multinational firms are currently

coping with the problem on a cost-benefits basis. As economies become more and more

inter-dependent, compliance with IAS, as a solution, seems to be growing and, thus,

warrants investigation since IAS are not mandatory. Understanding the characteristics and
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